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PRESTIGE 

Cabin lift



The PRESTIGE has a comfortable lift cabin instead of a platform, bringing luxury and elegance to the highest level 

and making it ideal for residences, as a stretcher lift or for outside use.

The PRESTIGE is a spindle driven cabin lift with an electric instead of a hydraulic drive and fully integrated control 

that is both comfortable and easy to use and meets the requirements of the most demanding clients.

Features
- Electric drive instead of a hydraulic drive

- Pit of only 70 mm required, no need to break open the roof

- Standard 2100 mm high doors

- Several cabin dimensions

- With the optional cabin folding door the operation of the lift is fully automatic

- Aluminium full glass doors available

- LED lighting in cabin

- Minimum structural preparation

- Installation within a few days

- Extremely safe and responsible

- No machine room

- No hydraulics, so no leakage

- Low power consumption

- No obligatory periodic lift inspection

- Very low maintenance costs

- Fitted with surface mounted telephone (option: automatic telephone dialler or GSM-Module)

ADVANTAGES PRESTIGE

The door, your lift’s business card

- Aluminium full glass doors available

- Minimum top and bottom sill, so larger glass surface

- Control panel flush mounted with the door, without any protruding parts

- Standard 2100 mm high passage

A lift for all applications

- Lift for wheelchairs 1000 x 1500 mm

- As a stretcher lift 1100 x 2100 mm

- For small areas 800 x 1000 mm

- Lifting capacity of up to 1000 kg

PRESTIGE, electric lift with cabin
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Fully automatic operation

With the optional cabin folding door the operation of the lift is fully automatic

Yes, appearance does matter

- Superior cabin design

- SST control buttons with blue LEDs

- Extensive choice of materials and colours

Little disturbance

- Modular construction “can pass through the front door”

- Minimum structural preparations

- Installation within a few days

The door, your lift’s business card

- Aluminium full glass doors available

- Minimum top and bottom sill, so larger glass surface

- Control panel flush mounted with the door, without any protruding parts

- Standard 2100 mm high passage

Electric spindle drive

- No separate machine housing

- Integrated drive and control

- High stopping accuracy

- Extremely safe and responsible

- No hydraulics, so no leakage

Manufactured ourselves

The PRESTIGE is an Axess manufactured product

Durable and environmentally friendly

- Low power consumption

- LED lighting in cabin

- No hydraulic oil

- Durable materials

Low costs

- Favourable purchasing price

- No obligatory periodic lift inspection

- Very low maintenance costs
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THE CABIN, LUXURY AND ELEGANCE OF THE HIGHEST LEVEL

Stylish quality 
The Prestige cabin is stylishly designed and meets the stringent requirements of the Lifts guideline EN-81. Each cabin also has a con-

trol panel over the full cabin height with large SST control buttons and control elements fitted with modern blue LED lighting.

Durable LED spotlights are used to light the cabin: beautiful to look at, low power consumption and a long lifespan. In addition to the 

standard design there are extensive possibilities to customise the lift as required and there is a choice of two standard levels of finish.

 Classic Elegance

Cabin corners Powder coated RAL 9016 (white) SST brushed

Plinths and profiles Powder coated RAL 9016 (white) SST brushed

Ceiling Powder coated RAL 9016 (white) SST brushed

Control column Powder coated RAL 9016 (white) SST brushed

Hand rail SST round, 40 mm diameter SST round, 40 mm diameter

Push buttons SST 40 x 60 mm with blue LED SST 40 x 60 mm with blue LED

Wall finish Laminate in colour of choice Laminate in colour of choice

Floor finish PVC non-slip in colour of choice PVC non-slip in colour of choice

Lighting LED spotlights LED spotlights

Digital display Standard Standard

Glass walls Optional Optional

Panoramic

All cabin types are available with glass cabin walls.

DIMENSIONS PRESTIGE
Structural shaft / Single sided access (type S/1S)

 0810 0813 1010 1013 1015 1114* 1115 1117* 1121* 

CW 800 800 1000 1000 1000 1100 1100 1100 1100 Cabin

CD 1000 1300 1000 1300 1500 1400 1500 1700 2100 Cabin

SW 1260 1260 1460 1460 1460 1560 1560 1560 1560 Shaft

SD 1130 1430 1130 1430 1630 1530 1630 1830 2230 Shaft

DW 700 700 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 Door

KG 400 400 400 400/630 400/630 400/630 400/630 630 630/1000 Loading capacity

Aluminium doors are only available with a width of 900 mm.
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Structural shaft / Passing access (type S2/O)

 0810 0813 1010 1013 1015 1114* 1115 1117* 1121* 

CW 800 800 1000 1000 1000 1100 1100 1100 1100 Cabin

CD 1000 1300 1000 1300 1500 1400 1500 1700 2100 Cabin

SW 1260 1260 1460 1460 1460 1560 1560 1560 1560 Shaft

SD 1145 1445 1145 1445 1645 1545 1645 1845 2245 Shaft

DW 700 700 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 Door

KG 400 400 400 400/630 400/630 400/630 400/630 630 630/1000 Loading capacity

* Aluminium deuren alleen in 900 mm breed.   

Structural shaft / Right-angled access (type S/2A)

 1010 1013 1015 1114* 1115 

CW 1000 1000 1000 1100 1100 Cabin

CD 1000 1300 1500 1400 1500 Cabin

SW 1430 1430 1430 1530 1530 Shaft

SD 1165 1465 1665 1465 1665 Shaft

DW 900 900 900 900 900 Door

KG 400 400 400 400 400 Loading capacity 

Structural shaft / Rear wall drive (type O/1S)

 1008 1010 1308 1310 

CW 1000 1000 1300 1300 Cabin

CD 800 1000 800 1000 Cabin

SW 1200 1200 1420 1420 Shaft

SD 1230 1430 1230 1430 Shaft

DW 900 900 900 900 Door

KG 400 400 400 400 Loading capacity

* For all modells

1114 Wheelchair friendly lift

1117 Mobility Scooter lift

1121 Stretcher Lift

CW = Cabin

SW = Shaft

DW = Door

KG = Loading capacity
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SPECIFICATIONS PRESTIGE

Description 

Model Prestige electric cabin lift

European legislation Machine guideline 2006-42-EC

Manufactured by Axess

Country of origin The Netherlands

CE Certificate issued by Liftinstituut (NIVL)

General specifications

Number of stops Max. 8

Lifting capacity (kg) 400 – 630 – 1000 kg

Lifting height (mm) max. 15000

Speed (m/s) 0,15

Pit depth (mm) 70

Shaft headroom (mm)  2400 mm (standard) 

2500 mm (in combination with electric folding door)

Platform operation Automatic “one touch” buttons

Shaft operation Hold buttons (standard)  

 Automatic (in combination with electric folding door)

Cabin specifications 

Cabine type Classic / Elegance / Panoramic

Internal height (mm) 2100

Cabin access Same side / opposite / right-angled

Wall finish HPL laminate or glass

Floor finish PVC or Granite 90

Ceiling Sheet metal wit or SST

Lighting LED spotlights

Control buttons Large buttons 60 x 40 mm with blue LED lighting

Hand rail Curved, SST

Mirror Optional

Automatic telephone dialler or GSM-Module Optional

Lift doors 

Type Aluminium or steel

Design Shaft door, opening 90°, self closing

Glazing Small or large glass window

Hinges Built in, invisible from outside

Door closing mechanism Built in
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Door finish Anodised / powder coated / primer

Cabin folding door Optional (incl. Override control)

Drive 

Drive Srew spindle

Motor control Electric with a direct start or frequency inverter

Control Microprocessor

Engine power (kW) 2.2 / 3.0 / 5.5

Voltage (V) 400 V

Safety provisions

Emergency lighting

Safety relays

Emergency lowering control

Photocells class II

Emergency stop button

Overload detection

Audible alarm

Safety nut, electrically controlled

Emergency lighting

Telecommunication

Electric door latches

Emergency door keys

FINISH PRESTIGE

Vloerbekleding PVC

Vloerbedekking Granite 90
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Walls color Laminaat   

*Colours are examples for reference purposes only.

THE DOOR, YOUR LIFT’S BUSINESS CARD
Stunning full glass aluminium doors give the lift a luxury look and characteristically elegant and beautifully integrated handles along 

the full height of the door are available. The lift controls are also installed in the door frame on the top and house specially designed, 

extra compact elements. As a result of this the control panel is fully hidden from view and forms one surface with the door panel to 

eliminate any unsightly protruding parts. Besides the aluminium doors, conventional steel doors and fireproof doors are also availa-

ble.

Advantages of aluminium doors compared to steel doors 
- No welding joints

- Integrated handle over the full height

- Smooth and svelte surface

- No spot welds in the door panel

- Warm look

- Low weight and therefore easy to open

- No corrosion

- Built in door shutter

Door type Material Window Handle Characteristics

ALUVISION  Aluminium Large Integraded Beautiful, transparent, light

ST1  Steel Small rectangle Surface mounted Traditional appearance

ST4  Steel Large Surface mounted Steel panorama door

F60B  Steel Small rectangle Surface mounted 60 min. Fire resistant

ST0  Steel None Surface mounted Closed steel door

F60A  Steel None Surface mounted 60 min. Fire resistant

* Available in most RAL colours, for an extra cost. 
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OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES PRESTIGE

Cabin options
Digital display with floor indicator

Glass cabin walls

Mirror half / whole wall

Built in automatic telephone dialler or GSM-Module, instead of surface mounted telephone

Folding seat

Cover outside cabin corners with SST

Smooth inside wall covering with sandwich panels

Door options
Cabin folding door in combination with fully automatic operation

Automatic door openers

Powder coating in RAL colour

Fireproof doors or steel doors

Control / operation options
Soft start / stop with a frequency inverter

Key switch, several functions

School lock

Access control with a code panel

Remote call button (elbow controlled)

Call button at distance (elbow operation)

Control in external housing

Electric emergency lowering control

Floor gong (ding-dong)

RAL colours available on request.
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ELECTRIC FOLDING DOOR IN THE CABIN: AUTOMATIC OPERATION ALLOWED

For the Prestige, operation from the first floor and up is always automatic. This means that a single push on a button is enough 

to call the lift and the operation from the cabin itself is done using hold buttons where the user has to keep the button of the 

lift pressed in until the lift has reached the desired floor.

The optional electric folding door creates a fully closed cabin so the shaft wall on the open access side of the cabin no longer “slides” 

past the user of the lift. Due to this, the lift can be fully automatically operated from the cabin.

Operation and applicability of cabin folding door
An electric folding door in the cabin is always in combination with hinged doors on the first floor and above (the shaft doors). As 

soon as the shaft door is closed and the command for the desired floor is given, the folding door automatically closes off the cabin 

opening. The lift then leaves without the operator having to keep the button pressed in. After the ride the folding door automatically 

opens and the user can leave the lift through the hinged door. Electric folding doors are applicable on virtually all Prestige class lifts 

with a single sided (type S1S and O1S) or passing (type S20) door configuration.

Specifications  Folding door

Drive Electric

Version 4 panels, centrally opening

Door width Equal to width of shaft (hinged) door

Height of the door 2100 mm

Finish SST brushed to cabin side

Windows Optional

Custom headroom shaft 2500 mm (for 2100 cabine)

Advantages folding door

Full automatic operation of de lift

Fully closed cabin

No “visible sliding” rear walls

Safer and more comfortable
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